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Abstract: A brain–computer interface (BCI) has been extensively studied to develop a novel
communication system for disabled people using their brain activities. An asynchronous BCI
system is more realistic and practical than a synchronous BCI system, in that, BCI commands can be
generated whenever the user wants. However, the relatively low performance of an asynchronous
BCI system is problematic because redundant BCI commands are required to correct false-positive
operations. To significantly reduce the number of false-positive operations of an asynchronous BCI
system, a two-step approach has been proposed using a brain-switch that first determines whether
the user wants to use an asynchronous BCI system before the operation of the asynchronous BCI
system. This study presents a systematic review of the state-of-the-art brain-switch techniques and
future research directions. To this end, we reviewed brain-switch research articles published from
2000 to 2019 in terms of their (a) neuroimaging modality, (b) paradigm, (c) operation algorithm,
and (d) performance.
Keywords: brain-switch; brain–computer interface; electroencephalography; near-infrared spectroscopy

1. Introduction
Brain–computer interfaces (BCIs) are a technology used to provide patients with locked-in
syndrome (LIS) caused by a neurodegenerative disease with an alternative communication channel [1].
A BCI decodes voluntarily modulated neural signals to control external devices or generate
communication messages [2–6]. BCI systems have been developed using various neuroimaging
modalities, such as electroencephalography (EEG) [7–12], magnetoencephalography (MEG) [13],
functional near-infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS) [14,15], functional magnetic resonance imaging
(fMRI) [16], and electrocorticography (ECoG) [17,18]. Among these neuroimaging modalities, EEG has
been widely used as the most popular neuroimaging modality owing to its portability, non-invasiveness,
high temporal resolution, and reasonable cost [19,20]. In addition, fNIRS has also been frequently used
as an alternative to EEG because it is relatively more robust to physiological artifacts [21,22].
Over the last couple of decades, promising and successful BCI applications have been proposed [23],
and their feasibility has been proved through validation experiments [24]. A mental speller is one of
the most popular BCI applications, which allows LIS patients to communicate a message [7,25–28].
In addition to a mental speller, different BCI applications have been developed, such as a robotic
arm [29–31], mobile robot [32], wheelchair [33–38], mouse [39,40], smart home system [41], mobile
phone application [42], and various games [43–45].
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BCI applications can be realized through two different paradigms: (i) synchronous or (ii)
asynchronous (or self-paced) [46]. A synchronous paradigm has remained the most general control
mode for BCIs because synchronous BCI systems have shown excellent performance (e.g., >90% for
binary communication) [47]. Synchronous BCI systems are operated within prefixed time-periods,
meaning that the users cannot use a synchronous BCI system whenever they want. Although a
synchronous BCI system cannot be used freely, such systems have been widely applied owing to their
high performance compared to the asynchronous paradigm [48,49]. By contrast, asynchronous
BCI systems are not restricted in terms of the operation period; an asynchronous BCI system
can be freely used without time constraints. Considering this advantage of asynchronous BCI
systems, the asynchronous paradigm has been regarded as more promising and practical. However,
asynchronous BCI systems have shown relatively inferior performances compared to those of
synchronous BCI systems, such as a low true-positive rate (TPR) and high false-positive rate (FPR) [48,49].
In particular, a high FPR is an extremely serious problem for asynchronous BCI systems because the
user has to make additional commands to modify a false operation [50,51] whenever a false positive
occurs [52]. The additional command generation is time consuming and impractical under real BCI
scenarios. It was reported that LIS patients wanted to use a BCI system without false operation for
about 2–4 h [53], but the state-of-the-art BCI system does not meet the requirement; one false operation
occurs for every 10 min. [54]. In addition, there has been no standard criterion of the time duration for
acceptable false operation, thus only a relative comparison between BCI studies is available in terms of
the FPR performance.
In some BCI studies, alternative solutions have been proposed to overcome the relatively poor
performance of asynchronous BCI systems, mainly caused by the FPR, namely, a two-step approach
that consists of control and no-control states by introducing a brain-switch to an asynchronous BCI
system [8,33,55–61]. A brain-switch is a means of turning on or off the control and no-control states
in an asynchronous BCI system based on a two-step approach. In the first step of an asynchronous
BCI system, the brain-switch of an asynchronous BCI system continuously monitors a user’s intention
to turn on a control state from a no-control state. If the user’s control intention is detected by the
brain-switch, the no-control state is changed into a control state, thereby initiating the second step of an
asynchronous BCI system, where the user can generate commands to either operate an asynchronous
BCI system or turn back to a no-control state from a control state (second step → first step). If the user’s
control intention is not detected in the first step, the no-control state is retained and the second step is
not initiated, and thereby the FPR of an asynchronous BCI system can be significantly prevented.
The brain-switch is a key aspect in the two-step approach and has been developed using various
types of brain patterns, such as the event-related potential (ERP) [33,62], steady-state visual evoked
potential (SSVEP) [8,59], sensorimotor rhythm (SMR) [40,51,58,61], and hemodynamic response [63–65].
To date, promising and successful results have been reported for brain-switches; however, despite the
feasible potential of brain-switches, few systematic reviews of brain-switches have been reported. In this
review study, to investigate the state-of-the-art technologies of brain-switches for asynchronous BCI
systems, we collected articles related to brain-switches published during the last 20 years (2000–2019),
thereby providing insight into the development of brain-switches and future directions. In this review,
we first introduce the operation principle of a brain-switch, experimental paradigms to evaluate the
performance of a brain-switch, its operation algorithms, and its taxonomy. We then review the collected
articles from the following four aspects: neuroimaging modality, experimental paradigms, features,
and performance.
The remainder of this review is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the procedure used for
collecting the articles, and Section 3 summarizes the review results. Finally, we discuss the review
results in Section 4.
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2. Methods
2.1. Procedure for Selecting Target Papers
Google Scholar was used to collect the candidate papers for this review based on following 14
keywords: “brain switch,” “brain-switch,” “mental switch,” “mental-switch,” “electroencephalography,”
“EEG,”, “near-infrared spectroscopy,” “NIRS,” “brain–computer interface,” “BCI,” “asynchronous,”
“self-paced,” “brain–machine interface,” and “direct brain interface.” The advance search function of
Google Scholar was used to find candidate papers; the two keywords, “brain–computer interface” and
“brain switch”, were set as necessary keywords that had to be included in a candidate paper, while at
least one of the other keywords had to be contained in their title, abstract, or keyword list. A total
of 977 papers were found by this method. We first read their titles and abstracts to check whether
each of the 977 papers was related to asynchronous BCI and brain-switch studies, and made an initial
list for this review; 116 papers were included in our initial list. The following article types were
included in the initial list for this review: research articles, review papers, case reports, and conference
proceedings (no specific article types were defined when searching candidate papers in Google Scholar).
To assess the eligibility of the candidate papers for a further detailed review, the papers in the initial
list were carefully read to clearly determine whether we should include them in our final review
list. We carefully selected the brain-switch articles developed for asynchronous BCIs while excluding
articles irrelevant to asynchronous BCI controls. We included 38 brain-switch studies that used a
single task (e.g., foot motor imagery) to turn on or off a control state and a no-control state. We also
included 5 brain-switch studies that attempted to detect the user’s control intention regardless of
what type of movement task is performed, even though they used multiple tasks (e.g., right and left
hand movement task) [52,66–69]; all tasks were equally regarded as a means to change a control and
no-control state without discriminating them to each other.
To find more candidate papers that might be missed in Google Scholar, we also searched candidate
papers in Web of Science (WoS) using the same 14 keywords. We found 182 candidate papers that
mostly overlapped with the 977 papers found in Google Scholar, among which 6 papers were met in
our selection criteria, but not searched in Google Scholar. Thus, we added the 6 papers, and a total of
49 papers were finally selected in the end for this review. The documents included in the final list were
published between 2000 and 2019. Note that we excluded asynchronous BCI studies which directly
classify multiple control tasks without using a brain-switch; it is assumed in the BCI studies that a
control-state was already turned on from a no-control state, thus a no-control state was not considered
at all.
2.2. Categories of Selected Papers
The papers selected in our final list were categorized into three different groups based on the
neuroimaging modality: (i) EEG-based, (ii) NIRS-based, and (iii) ECoG-based brain-switches. Next,
EEG-based brain-switch studies were divided into three subgroups: (i) endogenous, (ii) exogenous,
and (iii) hybrid brain-switches. An endogenous brain switch indicates the use of self-modulated
brain activities through mental imagery tasks, whereas an exogenous brain switch indicates the use
of brain activity evoked by an external visual/auditory/tactile stimulus. In addition, a hybrid brain
switch means the use of two BCI paradigms simultaneously, such as a combination of SSVEP and
motor imagery (MI). NIRS-based brain-switch studies were divided into two subgroups based on their
paradigm (i.e., (i) endogenous and (ii) exogenous brain-switches), but we did not create subsections for
each subgroup because of a small number of NIRS-based brain-switch studies (n = 3). ECoG-based
brain-switch studies were based on only the endogenous paradigm.
2.3. Description of BCI-Related Terminologies Used in This Review
In Table 1, we provide a summary of the detailed descriptions of BCI-related terminologies used
in this review to better help understand our results.
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Table 1. Description of brain-computer interface (BCI)-related terminologies used in this review.
Term
Motor imagery (MI)

Description
Motor imagery (MI) is defined as imagination of a kinesthetic body
movement, such as foot, tongue, left hand, right hand, and so on.

Motor execution (ME)

Motor execution (ME) is a voluntary body movement, such as foot, tongue,
left hand, right hand, and so on.

Slow cortical potential (SCP)

Slow cortical potential (SCP) is brain activity related to motor and cognitive
preparation, which lasts for from 300 ms to several seconds.

Event-related
(de)synchronization (ERD/ERS)

Event-related (de)synchronization (ERD/ERS) is the decrease/increase in
frequency power induced by an internally or externally paced event
regardless of the event type, and thus ERD/ERS is induced during sensory,
cognitive, or motor tasks. In particular, mu and beta ERD/ERS are generally
shown around the sensorimotor cortex during MI or ME.

Event-related potential (ERP)

Event-related potential (ERP) is a time-locked brain response evoked by
specific visual, auditory, and tactile stimuli.

Steady-state visual evoked
potential (SSVEP)

Steady-state visual evoked potential (SSVEP) is a periodic brain response
evoked by repetitive presentation of a visual stimulus, flickering or
reversing at a specific frequency.

Movement-related cortical
potential (MRCP)

Movement-related cortical potential (MRCP) is brain activity observed
before and after ME and MI, which has a slow negative potential occurring
from about 2 s prior to the onset of ME and MI.

Sensorimotor Rhythm (SMR)

Sensorimotor rhythm (SMR) is a specific brain wave over the sensorimotor
cortex generated after MI or ME. The frequency of the SMR is in range of 13
to 15 Hz.

True positive rate (TPR)

True positive rate (TPR) means the ratio of the number of correctly detected
trials to the number of all trials. In TPR, a trial means an intention to turn
into the control state from the no-control state.

False positive rate (FPR)

False positive rate (FPR) means the ratio of the number of incorrectly
detected trials to the number of all trials. In FPR, a trial means no intention
to turn into the control state from the no-control state. Two metrics are used
to quantify FPR, which are percentage and the number of FPs/minute. The
percentage does not have any time information and only shows the rate of
incorrectly detected trials while FPs/minute has the time information how
long a brain-switch is operated without false positives.

Onset detection time (ODT)

Onset detection time (ODT) means the time taken to detect the user’s
intention to turn on a control state from a no-control state using a
brain-switch. Note that ODT was reported for 8 out of 49 studies using
asynchronous paradigms that wait until onset intention was detected. This
is because other studies used a fixed time for onset detection (e.g., 5 s), thus
it is impossible to estimate when exactly onset intention is detected during
the fixed time.

3. Results
In this section, our review results are provided according to the following seven topics: (i) the
operational principle of a brain-switch, (ii) experimental paradigms to evaluate the performance of
brain-switches, (iii) detection algorithms used in brain-switches, (iv) the taxonomy of brain-switches,
(v) EEG-based brain-switches, (vi) NIRS-based brain-switches, and (vii) ECoG-based brain-switches.
3.1. Operational Principle of a Brain-Switch
Figure 1 shows a schematic representation of an asynchronous BCI system operated based on
a two-step approach realized using a brain-switch; we assume that a foot MI is used to produce a
brain-switch command that turns into a control state from a no-control state, or vice versa (e.g., start or
stop control of a BCI wheelchair), whereas left- and right-hand MI are used to produce BCI commands
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TPR, FPR, and ODT have been the representative performance measures for evaluating the performance
of a brain-switch. These performance measures can be calculated under both of the synchronous and
asynchronous experimental paradigms. However, the different units of TPR and FPR have been used
according to the type of the used experimental paradigm. As we mentioned above, the synchronous
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experimental paradigm generally uses the predefined durations for a no-control and control state.
In this case, even though occurrences (e.g., FPs/min or TPs/min) of TPR and FPR can be calculated,
TPR and FPR have been generally reported as percentages because the occurrences of TPR and FPR
are meaningless when the fixed durations are used for a no-control and control state. For example,
it is impossible to exactly estimate how many and how often TPs and FPs are generated when longer
durations (e.g., >10 s) are used for a no-control and control state. On the other hand, the duration
of a no-control and control state is not fixed when the asynchronous experimental paradigm is used,
and thus the occurrences of TPR and FPR (e.g., FPs/min or TPs/min) can be meaningfully interpreted
more than those of the synchronous experimental paradigm.
3.3. Detection Algorithms Used in Brain-Switches
Table 2 shows a list of detection algorithms used in previous brain-switch studies. There are
four different types of detection algorithms used: (i) a simple threshold method, (ii) a classifier-based
threshold method, (iii) a classifier-based template matching method, and (iv) a classifier-based
threshold-free method. Most of the studies in this area have applied a simple threshold method or
a classifier-based threshold method. Simple and classifier-based threshold methods detect a user’s
intention to operate a brain-switch when a pre-defined feature and a classifier output exceed a
specific threshold pre-defined based on the training data. In particular, the detection performance
of the classifier-based threshold method is closely related to the classification performance of a
classifier. In addition to threshold-based methods, a classifier-based template-matching [8,70] and
a threshold-free method [33] have also been introduced. A classifier-based template-matching
algorithm [8,70] detects the user’s intention to operate a brain-switch when a classifier provides
the same class outputs consecutively at a predefined template size. For example, if the predefined
template size is 3, the algorithm detects the user’s intention when a classifier produces the same class
labels consecutively three times in a row (e.g., 010111, 01100111, and 0111, where 0 = resting state
and 1 = foot MI). The classifier-based template-matching algorithm is similar to the classifier-based
threshold method in that both algorithms use the outputs of a classifier. However, the classifier-based
template-matching algorithm uses the final output values (i.e., discrete class labels) of a classifier,
whereas the classifier-based threshold method uses the intermediate output values (i.e., continuous
values) of a classifier, which are used to determine the final discrete outputs. A classifier-based
threshold-free method was also proposed [33], which is based on two different support vector machines
(SVMs) to detect the user’s intention to control a BCI system. The first SVM is used to check whether a
user wants to use a BCI system in a no-control state, and the second SVM discriminates between the
control and no-control states when the first SVM decides that the user wants to use a BCI system to
make a BCI operational command.
Table 2. Detection algorithms used in brain-switches.
Detection Algorithm

Paper #

Simple threshold method
Classifier-based threshold method
Classifier-based template matching method
Classifier-based threshold-free method

[59,63–65,71–74]
[17,18,35,40,51,52,54,55,58,60,61,66–69,75–97]
[8,70]
[33]

3.4. Taxonomy of Brain-Switches
Figure 2 presents the taxonomy of different brain-switches. As mentioned in the Methods
section, a total of 49 articles were selected for this review. Among these articles, forty-four, three,
and two articles introduced EEG-, NIRS-, and ECoG-based brain-switches, respectively. Most studies
have used EEG for developing a brain-switch [8,33,35,40,51,52,54,55,58–61,66–84,86–98]. EEG-based
brain-switches have been mostly developed based on endogenous paradigms, which use self-regulated
brain activity through mental imagery tasks without the use of external stimuli (n = 35) [40,51,52,
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switches have been mostly developed based on endogenous paradigms, which use self‐regulated
brain activity through mental imagery tasks without the use of external stimuli (n = 35)
[40,51,52,55,58,60,61,66–73,75–77,79,81–95,97].
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MRCP
features used to detect a user’s intention regarding an EEG-based endogenous brain-switch, because
these two features represent motor-related brain activities and can be classified from the brain activity
measured during a resting state based on machine learning/pattern recognition algorithms.
Early studies on the development of EEG-based endogenous brain-switches mainly focused on
voluntary body movements (e.g., index finger movements) [51,52,67,68,86–88]. One of the EEG-based
endogenous brain-switches proposed a low-frequency asynchronous switch design (LF-ASD) [51,66,
84–88], which used an increase in the frequency band power of 1–4 Hz (SCP) as a feature for intention
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detection. An LF-ASD generally uses a motor task as a control task (e.g., an index finger flexion). If a
subject successfully performs a given motor task, the LF-ASD converts a no-control into a control
state. In 2002, an LF-ASD study demonstrated its feasibility with able-bodied and spinal cord-injured
subjects [85], who were able to control an LF-ASD with mean classification accuracies of over 96%.
In 2007, Bashashati et al. developed an LF-ASD consecutively using two different classifiers [66];
the first classifier was used as a brain-switch that determines whether a hand movement is performed
regardless of the type of the movement for the change between a no-control and control state (leftand right-hand movement), and the second classifier decided whether the detected movement is a
right-hand or a left-hand movement for the classification of two different BCI outputs. From their
experimental results, they validated the proposed LF-ASD can perform almost the same as an LF-ASD
which only detects a no-control and a BCI output. Despite such promising results of LF-ASDs, a high
FPR during a no-control state limits the usefulness of an LF-ASD. Therefore, the following studies
attempted to reduce the FPR of an LF-ASD using advanced algorithms based on hybrid genetic
algorithms [86,88], and demonstrated the usefulness of the suggested algorithms to effectively reduce
the FPR of an LF-ASD. In addition to the LF-ASD, several EEG-based brain-switches have been
developed using voluntary body movements. In 2002, the Berlin BCI (BBCI) group developed an
EEG-based endogenous brain-switch using a left or right index finger movement [52,67,68], which used
a readiness potential generated between −400 and 0 ms before real movements (an early component of
MRCP) as a feature to detect movement intentions and predict the type of movement (left vs. right).
After preprocessing of EEG data, two classifiers were trained for two different objectives; the first
classifier only distinguishes movement events in a no-control state, and then the second classifier
recognizes the type of finger movements (left or right). A pseudo-online experiment confirmed the
feasibility of the proposed BBCI brain-switch, showing a reliable classification result (around 10%
error rate, but TPR and FPR were not reported). In 2012, Mohammadi et al. proposed a combination
of pre- and post-signal processing techniques to enhance the onset detection performance of an
EEG-based endogenous brain-switch based on body movements [91]. In their experimental paradigm,
a subject was asked to perform a voluntary foot movement to interchange a no-control and control
state. As a new preprocessing method for a brain-switch, they used a frequency decomposition
method of EEG signals by constant-Q filters instead of constant bandwidth filters. The constant-Q
frequency decomposition method using varying bandwidth sizes depending on the center frequency
has shown better classification accuracies in determining different motor imagery tasks. Furthermore,
as a postprocessing method for a brain-switch, for each subject, they optimized a threshold level for
operating a brain-switch and a dwell time. The dwell time means the amount of time that the output
signal of a classifier must exceed a threshold to be considered as a control event to turn on a control-state.
They compared the performances of brain-switches with or without the pre- and post-processing
methods and demonstrated that the proposed combination of pre- and post-processing methods could
improve the overall performance of a brain-switch; a mean TPR significantly increased by 10% and
FPR decreased by 1% compared to a conventional method without using the two methods. Although
the EEG-based endogenous brain-switches using ME have shown promising results, this remains a
critical limitation in using the actual body movement (ME) for a brain-switch instead of MI, because
LIS patients who are the main target of BCI technology cannot freely generate actual body movements.
After demonstrating the feasibility of using sensorimotor brain activity induced by ME on the
development of a brain-switch, MI-based brain-switches were developed to overcome the limitation
of the early brain-switches based on ME. In 2007, Leeb et al. developed an endogenous brain-switch
based on an imagination of foot movements to control a wheelchair in a virtual environment [73].
The beta ERS induced by a foot MI was used as a feature to detect the user’s control intention.
A tetraplegic patient in his wheelchair was placed inside a virtual street populated with avatars using
a virtual reality system. If the beta ERS was successfully produced, the patient could feel as if he
approaches a target avatar by moving his wheelchair in a virtual environment. According to Leeb
et al.’s report, the tetraplegic patient recruited in their study successfully controlled a wheelchair
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with a high classification accuracy of more than 90% (TPR and FPR were not reported). In 2007,
Scherer et al. introduced another MI-based brain-switch where four different motor imagery tasks
were used (i.e., left-hand, right-hand, foot, and tongue MI), and three of which were selected to control
an avatar in a virtual environment (i.e., rotate left, rotate right, and move forward) [69]. They used two
consecutive classifiers based on ERD/ERS features to control the avatar; The first classifier only detected
the presence of MIs from a no-control state as a brain-switch, and the second classifier classified three
different MIs selected in the training session for each subject. By using the consecutive strategy of two
different classifiers, subjects could control an avatar in a virtual environment with TPR of 28.40% and
FPR of 16.90%.
In 2009, Pfurtscheller et al. proposed an EEG-based endogenous brain-switch that uses a
peri-imagery ERD observed around the onset of the imagery task and post-imagery beta rebound
(ERS) induced by a cue-based brisk foot MI as a feature [61], showing a TPR of 78.6% and an FPR
of less than 10%. From the same BCI research group, Müller-Putz et al. proposed an EEG-based
endogenous brain-switch using only a single channel EEG [58], and also used a post-imagery beta
rebound observed after a foot MI to control a brain-switch; the proposed brain-switch converted a
no-control state into a control state when the beta rebound was detected. Interestingly, they built a
classifier using the training data obtained during a foot ME, and the EEG data recorded during the foot
MI were then used as test data. The proposed brain-switch achieved a TPR of 79% and an FPR of less
than 0.67 FPs/min. Because the ME was used to collect the training data, this paradigm can be applied
to those who have at least partially intact body functions. In 2010, Pfurtscheller and Müller-Putz
integrated a foot-MI-based brain-switch into an asynchronous SSVEP-based orthosis BCI system [60],
and reported that the foot-MI-based brain-switch can reduce the FPR of an asynchronous SSVEP-based
orthosis BCI system, as compared to that without a brain-switch (i.e., from 5.40 to 1.46 FPs/min). This is
a representative example of applying an EEG-based endogenous brain-switch to an asynchronous BCI
system. Qian et al. extended the EEG-based endogenous brain-switch developed by Pfurtscheller
and Müller-Putz [71]. They designed a novel brain-switch based on ERDs following external sync
signals; external auditory beeps with a high or low pitch were provided to the subjects, who were
requested to perform a hand MI synchronously with the beeps when they wanted to enter a control
state from a no-control state. This experimental design made it possible to extract ERDs time-locked to
external sync signals, and the performance of the brain-switch was; therefore, improved, reaching an
FPR of 0.8%, although their brain-switch showed a slow response time of 36.9 s when changing from a
no-control state into a control state. In 2012, Wang et al. developed an endogenous brain-switch for
control of ambulation in a virtual reality environment [92]. If a subject successfully performs a given
MI related to walking, the subject’s avatar ambulated in a virtual reality environment. The offline
classification accuracy was 77.20%, and all subjects successfully controlled their avatar in an online test
session with an accuracy of 85.00%.
Most EEG-based endogenous brain-switch studies have used MRCP and ERD/ERS as features
to change a control and no-control state. Novel feature extraction and optimization methods have
also been proposed to improve the performance of EEG-based endogenous brain-switches using MI
tasks [55,77,81,83]. In 2011, Barachant et al. proposed an EEG-based endogenous brain-switch using
Riemannian geometry, which is based on the fact that spatial covariance matrices obtained from brief
EEG segments during MI tasks contain all task-related information [55]. Through an experiment
conducted on six healthy subjects, they showed a high TPR of 91.3% and a low FPR of 0.4 FPs/min.
More recently, common spatial pattern (CSP) algorithms have been used to develop EEG-based
endogenous brain-switches [40,77,97]. A CSP algorithm uses EEG signals filtered between 8 and
30 Hz containing MI-related brain activity information. In a CSP, covariance matrices corresponding
to each MI task are extracted from the EEG signals, and log-variances of the CSP components are
generally used as features. In 2013, Choi et al. used the CSP for an MI-based brain-switch integrated
into an SSVEP and a P300 BCI based on a low-cost EEG system for asynchronous humanoid robot
control, although the detailed quantitative performance of their brain-switch was not reported [77].
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In 2013, Xia et al. also used a CSP algorithm to implement an EEG-based endogenous brain-switch
operated in a two-dimensional cursor control BCI system [40]. In 2017, Yu et al. also used a CSP
algorithm to change a control and no-control state in a self-paced BCI system combining MI and P300
for wheelchair control [97]. For task optimization of an EEG-based endogenous brain-switch, Xu et al.
in 2016 conducted a comprehensive study to find an optimal condition to develop an EEG-based
endogenous brain-switch in terms of the type of MI, the frequency band used for feature extraction,
and the processing algorithm. The highest detection accuracy was attained when using a ballistic MI,
an MRCP band between 0.05 and 3 Hz, and a time-series analysis (MRCP morphology analysis) [81].
More recently, in 2019, Liu et al. developed a novel MI-based brain-switch using a sample entropy
as a feature [83]. They tested the performance of the proposed brain-switch on five patients with
amyotrophic lateral sclerosis and demonstrated its feasibility (TPR of 89.50% and FPR of 7.00%).
In addition to feature extraction methods based on covariance matrices, such as Riemannian geometry
and CSP, autoregressive coefficients have been also used as a feature for an EEG-based endogenous
brain-switches [89,90,93]. In 2009, Faradji et al. performed a study to assess the plausibility of an
endogenous brain-switch based on a mental imagery task [89]. Their endogenous brain-switch was
only activated when a subject performed a specific MI task and remained otherwise. They optimized
several factors for each subject, such as the type of mental tasks (mental multiplication, letter composing,
object rotation, and number counting), autoregressive coefficients, and classifiers (linear discriminant
analysis, quadratic discriminant analysis, Mahalanobis discriminant analysis, support vector machine,
and radial basis function neural network). They reported that the TPR and FPR of the optimized best
classification model were 78.70% and 0.00%, respectively. In 2019, the same group tested whether an
endogenous brain-switch can operate with a small number of EEG channels [93]. Most of the methods
were equal to the previous study [89], such as the use of the four mental tasks and autoregressive
coefficients. They showed that the two-state endogenous brain-switch can show reasonable TPR of
54.60% and FPR of 0.00%, even though only five electrodes were used for classification of a no-control
state and a specific mental task.
Table 3. List of electroencephalography (EEG)-based endogenous brain-switches. Note that eight
papers [52,67,68,72,73,77,92,95] did not report true positive rate (TPR) and false positive rate (FPR)
at all. MM, mental multiplication; LC, letter composing; OR, object rotation; NC, number counting;
FBP, frequency band power; AR, autoregressive coefficients; RG, Riemannian geometry; CSP, common
spatial pattern.
Paper #

Task

Feature Type

TPR
(%)

(%)

[51]
[84]
[85]
[86]
[87]
[66]
[69]
[88]
[61]
[89]
[58]
[75]
[60]
[71]
[76]
[90]
[55]
[91]

Finger ME
Finger MI
Finger MI
Finger ME
Finger ME
Foot ME
Hand, foot, or tongue MI
Finger ME
Foot MI
MM, LC, OR, NC
Foot MI
Hand or foot MI
Foot MI
Hand MI
Foot MI
MM, LC, OR, NC
Hand MI
Foot ME

ERD/ERS
ERD/ERS
ERD/ERS
ERD/ERS
ERD/ERS
ERD/ERS
FBP
ERD/ERS
ERD/ERS
AR
ERD/ERS
ERD/ERS
ERD/ERS
ERD/ERS
ERD/ERS
AR
RG
FBP

81.00
≥70.00
≥70.00
76.90
73.00
58.00
28.40
56.20
59.20
78.70
79.00
70.20
46.00
67.26
91.30
85.00

2.00
≤3.00
≤3.00
2.00
2.00
1.00
16.90
0.10
≤10.00
0.00
≤10.00
36.00
0.78
14.00
0.00
5.00

FPR
(FPs/min)

ODT
(s)

-

-

1.46
-

36.90
-

0.40

-
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Table 3. Cont.
Paper #

Task

Feature Type

TPR
(%)

(%)

[94]
[40]
[79]
[70]
[81]
[99]
[83]
[93]
[97]
[52]
[72]
[77]
[67]
[68]
[73]
[92]
[95]

Hand or foot MI
Hand or foot MI
Hand ME
Foot MI
Foot MI
Hand MI
Foot MI
MM, LC, OR, or hand MI
Hand MI
Hand ME
Hand ME
Hand or foot MI
Hand ME
Hand ME
Foot MI
Foot MI
Foot MI

ERD/ERS
CSP
ERD/ERS
MRCP
MRCP
CSP
Sample entropy
AR
CSP
ERP
ERD/ERS
ERD/ERS
ERP
ERP
FBP
FBP
MRCP

58.44
≥80.00
64.00
72.00
70.00
86.46
89.50
54.60
85.70
-

27.50
33.00
7.00
0.00
4.43
-

FPR
(FPs/min)
1.90
-

ODT
(s)
2.05
-

3.5.2. Exogenous Brain-Switches
Table 4 shows a list of EEG-based exogenous brain-switch studies. As mentioned in the Methods
section, a few studies have developed EEG-based exogenous brain-switches using visual stimuli,
such as visual ERP [33,54] or SSVEP [8,59,74]. No other sensory-based stimuli have been used to
develop EEG-based exogenous brain-switches. A main concern in EEG-based exogenous brain switch
studies has been minimizing the brain responses evoked during a no-control state because visual
stimuli are continuously presented to subjects even in a no-control state. Another concern was to
minimize the user fatigue induced through the repetitive presentation of visual stimuli. Therefore,
in EEG-based exogenous brain-switch studies, some solutions have been proposed to overcome the
two mentioned concerns by introducing a pseudo-key-based approach [33,59] and a chromatic visual
stimulus [8].
In 2011, Panicker et al. proposed an asynchronous P300-based speller with a brain-switch based
on SSVEP [74]. The SSVEP-based brain-switch was used for control state detection of the P300-based
speller. In the experiment, the whole display of a screen was flickered at one frequency around 18 Hz
to elicit SSVEP responses. If a subject wants to control the P300-based speller, she/he just gazed at the
screen to evoke SSVEP responses. Once the desired SSVEP response was detected, the user could
type characters using the P300-based speller. The SSVEP-based brain-switch showed the TPR of
96.60% and the FPR of 0.03%. The limitation of this study was that a subject has to close their eyes
during a no-control state to prevent the generation of SSVEP responses. In 2013, Pan et al. developed
an EEG-based exogenous brain-switch that uses SSVEP responses [59]. Strong SSVEP responses
can be produced even in a no-control state because visual stimuli are continuously presented not
only in a control state but also in a no-control state. To solve this problem, Pan et al. introduced a
pseudo-key-based approach. A predefined target key used for a brain-switch was presented with
three pseudo-keys, and the SSVEP amplitudes of each key were simultaneously considered to prevent
FPRs [59]. They showed that the proposed SSVEP-based brain switch can dramatically reduce false
operations, with a TPR of 78.75% and an FPR of 4.17%. More recently, in 2017, Lim et al. developed an
SSVEP-based brain-switch for an emergency call system [8] and designed a chromatic visual stimulus,
which was proved to be visually less fatiguing than conventional visual stimuli for SSVEP (e.g.,
a checkerboard pattern stimulus). The chromatic visual stimulus was located at the right-bottom
corner of a screen, and an SSVEP-based brain-switch monitored the ongoing SSVEP responses to check
whether the SSVEP response evoked by the chromatic visual stimulus meets the criterion predefined
based on a template matching algorithm. The authors demonstrated for the first time the clinical
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feasibility of the proposed SSVEP-based brain-switch with LIS patients; their brain-switch showed a
TPR of 100%, an FPR of 0.38 FPs/min, and an ODT of 9.90 s.
ERP-based brain-switches have been also developed [33,54]. Fedorova et al. developed an
EEG-based exogenous brain-switch based on ERP responses evoked by a single visual stimulus [54].
In their paradigm, visual stimuli (animal faces) were sequentially presented to a subject, and the subject
silently counted the number of target stimuli to control the ERP-based brain-switch. The proposed
brain-switch was operated when the ERP feature exceeded a threshold predefined through a calibration
session. The developed ERP-based brain-switch was successfully applied to produce a “stop” command
for a robot arm control with a low FPR of 0.1/min and an ODT of approximately 4 s. In addition,
in 2013, He et al. developed a P300-based brain-switch to control a wheelchair, in which a brain-switch
was used to produce “start” and “stop” control commands [33]. In their paradigm, four buttons were
located at the four corners of a monitor screen, and a key presented at the right-bottom corner was used
as a target key for a brain-switch, whereas the others were pseudo keys, similar to Pan et al.’s study on
SSVEP [59]. A threshold-free algorithm based on two SVMs was used to detect the user’s intention
to turn on a wheelchair system. The first SVM was used to check whether a target key was focused
on, and the second SVM then discriminated the control and no-control states when the first SVM
determined that the user had focused on the target key. The proposed ERP-based brain switch was
successfully used to produce “start” and “stop” commands for the control of an intelligent wheelchair,
where the TPR and FPR during an offline experiment were 86.30% and 0.94%, respectively.
Table 4. A list of electroencephalography (EEG)-based exogenous brain-switches. PSD, power
spectral density.
Paper #

Task

Feature Type

TPR
(%)

[59]
[54]
[33]
[8]
[74]

SSVEP
ERP
ERP
SSVEP
SSVEP

PSD
P300
P300
PSD
PSD

78.75
86.30
100.00
96.60

(%)
4.17
0.94
0.03

FPR
(FPs/min)
0.98
0.10
0.38
-

ODT
(s)
;4.00
9.90
-

3.5.3. Hybrid Brain-Switches
Table 5 shows a list of EEG-based hybrid brain-switch studies that used two different BCI paradigms
simultaneously (i.e., SSVEP + ERP [35,80,96] or SSVEP + MI [78]). In 2013, Li et al. developed a
hybrid brain-switch combining P300 and SSVEP for wheelchair control [35]. They arranged four
different visual stimuli at center-left, center-right, top, and bottom on a screen. Each stimulus could
simultaneously elicit an SSVEP and a P300 response, and a subject has to gaze at a stimulus if he/she
wants to control a wheelchair. Once the user gazes at a stimulus, a no-control state was changed
to a control state regardless of the type of stimuli. During the no-control state, the subject was
asked to rest without paying attention to any stimuli. They compared the performance of P300-,
SSVEP-, and P300/SSVEP-based brain-switches and reported that the P300/SSVEP-based brain-switch
outperforms the P300- or SSVEP-based brain-switch. The hybrid brain-switch showed the FPR of
0.49 FPs/min and the ODT of 4.30 s. In 2014, Cao et al. proposed a hybrid BCI system that combines MI
and SSVEP to control an intelligent wheelchair [78], where turning on or off the hybrid BCI system is
achieved by focusing on flickering buttons and hand motor imagery concurrently; the user focused on
a button flickering at 8 Hz and performed a left-handed MI simultaneously to turn on a BCI wheelchair
while focusing on a button flickering at 7 Hz and performing a right-handed MI to turn off the BCI
wheelchair. All subjects in this study successfully completed a goal-directed wheelchair control task,
validating the reliability of the proposed hybrid brain switch. In 2015, Pinegger et al. evaluated the
performance of a hybrid P300/SSVEP-based brain-switch by comparing a P300- and an SSVEP-based
brain-switches [96]. They used two screens for the experiments; a P300-based speller was displayed
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on the left screen while a video clip or a frozen screen was displayed on the right screen. An SSVEP
response and a P300 response were simultaneously evoked when the subject gazed at a stimulus of
the P300-based speller. A user had to use the P300-based speller during a control state while watch
a video clip or a frozen screen to prevent the generation of P300 and SSVEP responses during a
no-control state. In an offline analysis, the P300/SSVEP hybrid brain-switch showed the highest TPR
of 99.00%. More recently, in 2016, Peng et al. proposed an intelligent nursing bed system controlled
by a P300-based BCI [80]. In this system, a brain-switch was designed to turn on/off the P300-based
BCI system based on the simultaneous use of SSVEP and P300; the user gazed at a flashing button,
which simultaneously evoked SSVEP and P300 to operate the brain-switch. If significant SSVEP and
P300 responses were detected, the brain-switch turned on or off the P300-based BCI system for the
nursing bed control. This hybrid brain-switch showed a reliable FPR of 0.15 FPs/min with an ODT of
9.31 s.
Table 5. List of electroencephalography (EEG)-based hybrid brain-switches. Note that one study [78]
did not report any performance metrics. CCA, canonical correlation analysis.
Paper #

Task

Feature Type

TPR
(%)

(%)

FPR
(FPs/min)

ODT
(s)

[35]
[80]
[96]
[78]

SSVEP + ERP
SSVEP + ERP
SSVEP + ERP
SSVEP + MI

PSD + P300
PSD + P300
PSD + P300
CCA + CSP

93.75
99.00
-

-

0.49
0.15
-

4.30
9.31
-

3.6. NIRS-Based Brain-Switches
Table 6 shows a list of NIRS-based brain-switches. According to our investigation, there have
been only three studies conducted on developing NIRS-based brain-switches [63–65], in which mental
subtraction (MS), MI, and SSVEP were used as control tasks for the NIRS-based brain-switches,
respectively. All studies have mainly used changes in oxygenated or deoxygenated hemoglobin as
features for NIRS-based brain-switches.
In 2012, a study introduced by Sagara et al. described the development of a NIRS-based
endogenous brain switch [63], where MS was used as a control task. The NIRS-based endogenous
brain-switch was operated when the blood volume exceeded a predefined threshold. Eight healthy
subjects were able to successfully change a television channel or the movement of a toy robot with
an average switching time of 11.50 s and a TPR of 83.30%. This study was meaningful in terms of
its practicality because only two NIRS channels were used to develop a NIRS-based brain-switch.
More recently, in 2015, Koo et al. developed an asynchronous MI-based BCI based on the simultaneous
use of EEG and NIRS [65]. In their system, NIRS was used to detect the MI intention as a brain-switch,
whereas EEG was used to classify left-hand and right-hand MI during a control state. The NIRS-based
endogenous brain-switch was operated using a threshold-based algorithm. If a subject performed an
MI task regardless of the MI type, HbO significantly increased during the task period. The NIRS-based
brain-switch could turn on or off when the HbO exceeded a predefined threshold and showed a TPR
of 98% and an FPR of 3% with an ODT of 10.36 s.
In 2014, Tomita et al. proposed a NIRS-based exogenous brain switch based on SSVEP [64]; NIRS
was used to detect active (control) and idle (no-control) states as a brain-switch, whereas EEG was used
to select one of the eight BCI commands. In their experiment, EEG and NIRS sensors were attached to
the occipital area to measure the brain activity evoked through a visual stimulation. The NIRS-based
brain-switch determined either a control or no-control state based on the fact that HbO gradually
increases while a visual stimulus is presented regardless of its reversing frequency. Both a NIRS-based
brain switch and an EEG-based BCI system were operated based on threshold-based algorithms.
The authors reported that the control and no-control states could be detected with an accuracy of
approximately 80%.
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Table 6. List of near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS)-based brain-switch studies. ∆ HbO, the change in
oxygenated hemoglobin; 4 HbR, the change in deoxygenated hemoglobin; MS, mental subtraction.
Paper #

Task

Feature Type

TPR
(%)

(%)

FPR
(FPs/min)

ODT
(s)

[63]

MS

∆ HbO

83.30

-

-

11.50

[64]

SSVEP

2nd derivatives of ∆ HbO and ∆ HbR

;80.00

-

-

[65]

Hand MI

∆ HbO

98.00

3.00

-

10.36

3.7. ECoG-Based Brain-Switches
Table 7 shows a list of ECoG-based brain-switches. Only two studies have used ECoG to develop
brain-switches based on ME [17] and MI [18]. The two studies all used ERD/ERS as a feature for
ECoG-based brain-switches.
In 2013, Williams et al. proposed an ECoG-based brain-switch [17]. Their objective was to detect
a control intention triggered by a hand ME from a no-control state. Two monkeys were implanted
bilaterally with ECoG arrays in epidural space and trained to perform a well-designed hand movement
task that moves a cursor to peripheral targets. During a no-control state, the monkeys did not conduct
any movement tasks. The authors examined the spectral differences in epidural micro-ECoG signals
between the control and no-control state and used ERD/ERS values as a feature for identification of the
control and no-control state. The proposed ECoG-based brain-switch showed a TPR of 100.00% and an
FPR of 0.08%.
In 2019, Benabid et al. developed an ECoG-based BCI system to control an exoskeleton [18].
A patient with tetraplegia was implanted with wireless epidural recorders and performed various
mental tasks to progressively increase the number of degrees of freedom (DoF) for the control of an
exoskeleton for 24 months. The mental tasks included mono-dimensional (1D) for a linear translation
or a rotation around an axis, bidimensional (2D) for movements in a plane, and three-dimensional
(3D) for movements in a volume. The patient could perform tasks with eight DoF at the end of the
study. The first step of the study was to develop an ECoG-based brain-switch based on a 1D task.
After movement instruction, epidural ECoG data were recorded while the patient performed a given
1D task. The ECoG data were converted into time-frequency pattern maps and they were used to train
a Markov switching linear model. The ECoG-based brain-switch showed a TPR of 92.10% and an FPR
of 4.90 FPs/min.
Table 7. List of electrocorticography (ECoG)-based brain-switch studies.
Paper #

Task

Feature Type

TPR
(%)

(%)

[17]
[18]

Hand ME
Hand MI

ERD/ERS
ERD/ERS

100.00
92.10

0.08
-

FPR
(FPs/min)
4.90

ODT
(s)
-

4. Discussions
During the past decades, various types of brain-switches have been introduced to develop
practical asynchronous BCI systems with a low FPR. According to previous studies, brain-switches
have effectively improved the performance of asynchronous BCI systems, and the FPR of asynchronous
BCIs has been dramatically reduced when a brain-switch is combined with an asynchronous BCI.
In this study, we conducted a systematic review to investigate the state-of-the-art development of
technologies used in brain-switches, thereby providing profound insight into future directions for
the development of practical BCI systems. A total of 49 papers published between 2000 and 2019
were collected for this review, and we provided a thorough summary of such studies regarding the
development of brain-switches.
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Brain-switches have been developed using EEG, NIRS, or ECoG. Most brain-switches have been
developed using EEG (about 90%, 44 of 49), which is related to its several advantages. EEG has
a high-temporal resolution compared to other neuroimaging modalities, such as NIRS, which can
lead to a fast detection speed of brain-switches. In addition, EEG has high portability and its cost
is reasonable compared to other neuroimaging modalities, which are why most researchers have
used the approach in the development of various brain-switches. By contrast, NIRS and ECoG have
been used relatively less frequently in the development of brain-switches (NIRS—about 6%, 3 of 49;
and ECoG—about 4%, 2 of 49), which might be related to the poorer temporal resolution of NIRS
and the high risk of ECoG to mount electrodes on the brain than those of EEG. However, because
NIRS is less susceptible to physiological artifacts and ECoG has faster temporal and higher spatial
resolution as compared to EEG, NIRS and ECoG can also be usefully applied to the development of
a brain-switch if their limitations are overcome. Recent NIRS studies have introduced a solution to
tackle the poor temporal resolution of NIRS, which used task-related initial dip features extracted
at approximately 0–2.5 s from the task onset [100,101]. In fact, one NIRS study showed that a BCI
command generation time can be significantly reduced from 7 to 2.5 s even though a slight loss in
classification accuracy occurred [102]. Therefore, it is expected that NIRS might be more frequently
used to develop brain-switches in future studies. In addition, recent ECoG studies have developed
ECoG-electrode arrays with flexibility [103,104] and proposed minimally-invasive methods of ECoG
recording [105–107]. The state-of-the-art technologies for ECoG recording can be used to overcome
its limitations, such as the high risk of ECoG surgeries and short survival time of ECoG electrodes,
and thereby ECoG-based brain-switches might be actively developed in the near future.
Endogenous paradigms have been used most frequently in the development of brain-switches
(about 80%, 40 of 49). Considering that LIS patients who are one of the main target groups of BCI
technology cannot freely move their body, the use of endogenous paradigms is reasonable because
endogenous brain-switches can be operated without any body movement; it is only necessary for
the user to conduct a pre-defined mental task to control a brain-switch. However, brain-switches
based on exogenous paradigms, such as SSVEP and ERP, have also been developed (about 20%, 10 of
49). It would be a disadvantage for potential BCI users to use visual stimuli to evoke specific brain
patterns because eye movement is generally required to obtain a high performance when using such
visual-stimuli-based exogenous BCIs [108]. However, exogenous BCI systems generally show higher
performance than that of endogenous BCI systems [8,109], which was also confirmed for brain-switches
(Table 8). Thus, exogenous brain-switches can be usefully applied to LIS patients who have (partial)
intact visual functions, achieving high performance. Because gaze-independent visual paradigms based
on covert attention have been successfully employed in the development of BCI systems [110,111],
they can be used as an alternative to the current vision-based exogenous paradigm of brain-switches;
no eye movement is required in gaze-independent BCIs. Other than vision, no other-sensory organs
have been utilized for developing an exogenous brain-switch, and thus other sensory approaches,
such as hearing [112] and the use of somatic sensations [113], can be alternatives to the vision-based
exogenous paradigm in the development of exogenous brain-switches. In general, auditory and tactile
BCIs do not require any body movements.
A standard deviation is not reported when only one study was used to calculate statistics.
The overall performances of all brain-switch approaches considered are compared in Table 8.
The mean performances summarized in Table 8 were obtained by averaging the performance values
listed in Tables 3–7. Because each study reported different performance metrics, the mean performance
of each brain-switch approach cannot be fairly compared or generalized. However, the results shown in
Table 8 can be used as a helpful reference for future studies. For EEG-based brain-switches, exogenous
brain-switches showed a higher performance than endogenous brain-switches. EEG-based hybrid
brain-switches showed the most comparable results, and in particular demonstrated a significantly
low FPR. However, note that because only three hybrid brain-switch studies reported its performance,
it should not be generalized, and more hybrid brain-switch studies should be conducted to confirm its
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superior performance over other approaches. Interestingly, NIRS- and ECoG-based brain-switches
generally showed performances quite comparable to those of EEG-based brain-switches; however,
owing to the small number of NIRS- and ECoG-based brain-switch studies (NIRS = 3 and ECoG = 2),
more NIRS- and ECoG-based brain-switch studies should be also conducted to accurately confirm
their performance.
Table 8. Overall performances of each brain-switch approach. Note that the means and standard
deviations are calculated based on studies reporting corresponding performance metrics, and the
numbers of studies used to calculate each performance metric are provided in parentheses.
The Type of
Brain-Switches
EEG-based endogenous
brain-switches
EEG-based exogenous
brain-switches
EEG-based hybrid
brain-switches
NIRS-based endogenous
brain-switches
NIRS-based exogenous
Brain-switches
ECoG-based
endogenous
brain-switches

Number of
Studies
35
5
4
2
1
2

TPR
(%)

FPR
(%)

(FPs/min)

70.03 ± 14.70
(25)
90.41 ± 9.710
(4)
96.38 ± 3.710
(2)
90.65 ± 10.39
(2)
;80.00
(1)

08.46 ± 11.05
(21)
1.71 ± 2.18
(3)

1.25 ± 0.77
(3)
0.49 ± 0.45
(3)
0.32 ± 0.24
(2)

96.05 ± 5.59
(2)

-

ODT
(s)
19.48 ± 24.64
(2)
06.95 ± 4.17
(2)
06.81 ± 3.54
(2)
10.93 ± 0.81
(2)

3.00
(1)

-

-

-

-

0.08
(1)

4.90
(1)

-

A standard deviation is not reported when only one study was used to calculate statistics.

What will be the next steps for the advancement of brain-switches? The most important point will
be to improve the overall performance of identifying different brain patterns used for brain-switches,
which will naturally result in a performance increase. We comment on four different categories
for future directions: (i) advanced classification algorithms, (ii) robust feature extraction methods,
(iii) multimodal approaches, and (iv) new stimulation methods for exogenous brain-switches.
To improve the performance of a brain-switch in terms of the classification algorithm, deep learning
algorithms can be applied to the classification of different brain patterns. Deep learning has been
successfully used in other research fields, such as speech [114] and image recognition [115], and has also
been applied to the BCI research field, showing promising results [116,117]. However, deep learning
has not been applied in the brain-switch context. It is expected that novel algorithms based on deep
learning might be a good solution to improving the performance of brain-switches [118].
In addition, the introduction of novel feature extraction methods is required to improve the
performance of brain-switches, such as RG and CSP, which have generally shown a higher performance
than traditional ERD/ERS and MRCP (Table 3). As mentioned, the initial dip might be a useful feature
to enhance the performance of NIRS-based brain-switches.
A multimodal approach can also be a good solution to improve their performance [119]. Recently,
hybrid BCI systems, which simultaneously use EEG and NIRS, have reported a higher performance
compared to a unimodal EEG- or NIRS-based BCI system [120–122]. The performance improvement of
hybrid EEG–NIRS BCI systems is based on utilizing complementary EEG and NIRS features showing
more separability compared to unimodal EEG or NIRS features. Two brain-switch studies used EEG
and NIRS to measure the brain activity at the same time, but they applied each modality independently;
NIRS and EEG were used to implement a brain-switch and a BCI system, respectively [64,65]. Therefore,
a multimodal-based approach can be a solution to improve the performance of brain-switches.
For exogenous brain-switches, the development of new stimulation methods is required to reduce
user fatigue induced by external stimulation such as the use of a chromatic visual stimulus [8], thereby
fundamentally improving the performance of a brain-switch. If an auditory paradigm is used, natural
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sounds (e.g., syllables) can be used instead of artificial sounds (e.g., beeps) to improve the ergonomic
factors and BCI performance [123].
A way to improve the performance of brain-switches has been discussed in terms of external
stimulation and neuroimaging modality, but they should be well integrated to produce a synergy
along with optimal feature extraction and classification methods. Thus, an investigation into their
optimal combinations should be conducted to maximally increase the performance of brain-switches,
as in a previous study investigating an optimal combination of the type of MI, analysis frequency band,
and processing method [81].
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